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ISIS Milestones

The following items were successfully completed on the date given:

- **Safe Connection Procedure** - December 16, 2004
  - Test Report: LAT-MD-05691
  - Witnesses: Joe Cullinan (QA), Eric Hansen (TD), Jana Thayer (TC)
- **Acceptance Test Procedure** – January 21, 2005
  - Test Report: LAT-MD-05690
  - Witnesses: Kelly Burlingham (QA), Dave Harmon (GSFC), Eric Hansen (TD/TC), Jana Thayer (TD/TC), Tim Morse (Spectrum), and others
- **Post Acceptance Test Review** – January 28, 2005
  - Witnesses: Jeff Fisher, Mike Huffer, Dick Horn, Erik Andrews, Eric Hansen
- **ISIS shipped** – January 27, 2005

Finishing Touches

- Put together a “training package”
  - PowerPoint presentation
  - User’s guide – short, sweet, to-the-point
- Follow up on
  - ITOS translation issues
  - SDIS issues